STEVE HOLMAN PRESENTS...
ANABOLIC RELOAD

ANABOLIC SLEEPING

$10K FIRST PLACE PRIZE!
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ANABOLIC RELOAD
Steve Holman (author of Old School New Body)
Is Back With One Of Clickbank’s Highest Converting,
Cash Generating Written Sales Letters!

AND WE NEED YOUR HELP TO
SHARE OUR MISSION!
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First, Let Me Introduce Myself...
Hey! It’s Steve Holman here, author of Old
School New Body and former Editor In Chief of
Iron Man Magazine. And I’m excited to announce
our first ever Anabolic Reload affiliate sales
contest!
Myself and team have spent the last six-months
optimizing the daylights out of this funnel...
And with conversions averaging well over 5%
with an average order value of $38.. the time
to give you an AMAZING contest is here...
You’ll not only cash-in on a sweeping variety
of prize money and commissions... but also
help us continue optimizing this offer so we can
share our mission of being fit, strong, and
healthy regardless of age with more people!
Which reminds me...
Anabolic Reload has done shockingly well
across all health and fitness lists. NOT just
muscle building...
So if you have a list of any kind, you’ll knock
it out of the park during the contest and help
men build more muscle than they imagined in
their 40’s, 50’s, 60’s and beyond WITHOUT
steroids, TRT, or other Big Pharma meds...
My Protégé Jonathan Lawson (left)
and myself, Steve Holman (right) - no
touch-ups or steroids have been
used for any of our photoshoots.

And before I say more - here are the contest
details and cash prizes...
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For starters we’re giving away 90% commission across the ENTIRE funnel for
every affiliate taking part of the Anabolic Reload sales contest. Here’s why...
1) My goal for this contest is to help 7,500 men build muscle and get their
drive and confidence back regardless of age. And if that’s ever going to
happen I need YOUR help... and I want you to make lots of “moolah”
throughout the contest because it’s a nice incentive. (I’ll show you the cash
prizes, bonuses, etc on the next pages also). But even greater than that...
2) You’re helping me spread our mission and message that age is just a
number! And sharing hope to millions of men who feel their best days are
behind them by giving them NEW LIFE!
You can’t put a price tag on something like that. And although the cash
prizes and bonuses are a cool incentive... the message you’re sharing with
your readers will make a HUGE impact on their lives and family’s lives.
It’s beyond valuable. And I’d be honored to have your help to make this
contest something extra-special and exciting. Will you join me?
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AFFILIATE CONTEST
WEDNESDAY SEP 5th- 12:01 a.m. PST
SUNDAY SEP 9th - 11:59 pm PST
Affiliate Link: http://xxxxx.joeloinc.hop.clickbank.net/?rd=reload
**Replace XXXX with your personal CBID**
Please email my business partner Joe LoGalbo at
josephlogalbo@gmail.com to let us know you are IN for the contest so
we can whitelist you for 90% commission

YOU HAVE TWO AWESOME OPTIONS WHEN
PROMOTING ANABOLIC RELOAD:
Option 1: You can use the already tested and optimized High
Converting Anabolic Reload Sales Page
Option 2: My biz partner, Joe LoGalbo can create a custom
sales page for you and your audience.
Want a review copy of Anabolic Reload?
Click Here To Access The Program
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THE HOOK:
58 year old “Jacked Grandpa” reveals his powerful STX sets that force your
body into sleeve-splitting muscle growth while giving you explosions of
anabolic hormones so powerful you’ll feel like you hit a second puberty...
All WITHOUT wasting hours in the gym or lifting heavy weights so you can
make MASSIVE muscle gains, injury free, and for years to come.
Key Mechanism: STX sequences + the legendary Positions-of-Flexion mass
method (both verified by Ph.D. research, as explained in the ebook)
How they work: By recruiting all muscle fibers in a single, extended set. Try
them yourself and experience the rush of new muscle gains!
Set 1: 20-25 reps --> rest 30 seconds and increase weight slightly
Set 2: 5-8 reps --> rest 10 seconds, keep weight the same
Set 3: 2-3 reps
*All sets to failure.

THE RESULTS:
Muscle growth
Testosterone Boost
Soaring sex-drive
Fat Loss
More energy throughout the day
Increased strength...
While spending minutes in the gym instead of hours for only 3 days per week!
A bodyweight edition is also included for bodyweight enthusiasts and
travelers.
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THE COMPONENTS:
ANABOLIC RELOAD MANUAL
With Anabolic Reload You’ll Pack on Rippling Size
and Hulk-like Strength WITHOUT Spending Hours In
The Gym Or Performing Dangerous, High-Risk
Workouts...
And It Won’t Matter If You’re a Seasoned Lifter or a
Strength-Training Rookie...
Anabolic Reload Is Guaranteed To Explode Your
Growth and Make You Stronger and More Muscular
Than Ever.

SIZE SURGE WORKOUTS
What if you could grow your arms an extra inch in
two months?
While losing body fat, shrinking your waistline,
and getting stronger on all of your lifts?
You’d probably think I was talking about the latest and
greatest steroid to hit market, right? Not so fast…
Inside this guide you’ll have complete access to the
exact Size Surge done-for-you workouts… backed by
real life testimonials of men who have
experienced hulk-like results, naturally, and in weeks!
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THE COMPONENTS:
ANABOLIC RELOAD BODYWEIGHT EDITION
Do you want to pile on pounds of mass using
ONLY your bodyweight?
Fitness author and creator of Anabolic Running, Joe
LoGalbo takes you through the Anabolic Reload
Bodyweight Program... a bodyweight muscle-building
routine you can follow from anywhere to transform
your physique…
No bands. No barbells. No gym.
Simply follow these done-for-you workouts from home
and build the strong and rock-solid body that turns
heads.

XTREME LEAN NUTRITION MANUAL
Pack on mass and get ripped at the SAME TIME.
With the X-Treme Lean nutrition manual you’ll have
access to my most powerful fat-shredding
secrets that have kept me lean and chiseled even
in my late 50‘s.
Think of this as your step-by-step nutrition blueprint to
trimming stubborn fat and getting the body of a fitness
cover model… carved six-pack abs, eye-popping
vascularity, and a physique that’s beach-ready year
round.
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PRICE POINTS:
FRONT END: Anabolic Reload - $15.00
Upsell #1: Entire Anabolic Training Package - $39.00
Downsell #1: Entire Anabolic Training Package - $19.95
Upsell #2: High Level Anabolic Reload Coaching Vids - $15.99
Upsell #3: Anabolic Hypergrowth Video Coaching - $12.95
Upsell #4: Anabolic Priming + Anabolic Academy - $9 + rebills

THE AUDIENCE
Have a list with men on it? Then this offer will do AMAZING for you...
I know...it sounds funny! And typically we like to get more specific. Yet...
As I mentioned earlier, this offer is converting at BIG NUMBERS for all lists...
not just muscle building. So if you’ve got men - send them to Anabolic Reload
and watch the sales pour in like Kool-Aid!
Speaking of sales... here are the bonuses and prizes...
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CONTEST DETAILS
Everyone entering will automatically be whitelisted for 90%
commission. send email to my biz partner josephlogalbo@gmail.com to be
whitelisted.

PRIZES FOR THE TOP 5
1ST PLACE - $10,000
2ND PLACE - $2,500
3RD PLACE - $750
4TH PLACE - $500
5TH PLACE - $250

PLUS - “WRITE YOUR OWN PAYCHECK” SALES BONUSES!

200 FRONT-END SALES - $300
400 FRONT-END SALES - $500
600 FRONT-END SALES - $1,000

SWIPE EMAILS
For each day of the launch I’ll provide you the BEST 1-2 emails that have been
tried and tested to convert. I’ll give you plenty of options for email content, yet
please mold each email to resonate with YOUR audience.

AFFILIATE LINK
Affiliate Link: http://xxxxx.joeloinc.hop.clickbank.net/?rd=reload
To qualify for 1st place you must complete at least 400 front end sales. In the highly
unlikely event no one reaches 400 sales, 1st place will be $2,500 (All other prizes will
remain the same).
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HAVING YOUR SUPPORT IN OUR MISSION
MEANS THE WORLD TO US...
We can’t thank you enough for considering to be a part of this launch!
To have YOUR help supporting our mission and sharing our message with
other men is a true blessing and honor. You’re not only impacting the lives of
men all around the globe, but their family’s lives as well. Because...
Strong men = Strong families.
Are you with me?!
Please email my business partner Joe LoGalbo at josephlogalbo@gmail.com
and let us know “yes” or “no” for you being a part of this special Anabolic
Reload affiliate contest.
We are beyond grateful for you!
Sincerely,
Steve Holman, Jonathan Lawson, and Joe LoGalbo
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